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Tel: 0207 394 6100 Fax: 0207 394 6100 Email: cboffice@btconnect.com
Carrington Brown, established in 1991 and based in the heart of Central London, specialises in
corporate floristry. For our clients we have created many lavish displays to suit individual
requirements for offices, reception areas, board rooms, corporate dinners and public receptions.
The depth of skill that Carrington Brown Flowers delivers has been developed over many years
allowing you to be secure in the knowledge that the desired effect you want is the design that you
receive.
Our Corporate division delivers over 350 floral arrangements weekly to over 280 corporate and
private addresses in Central London. Our clients include advertising agencies, banks, insurance
companies, government departments, solicitors offices, property management and IT companies.
All prices are exclusive of VAT. Details of our personalised service to customers are overleaf.

Giant Heleconia
From ~ £20

Black Vase
From ~ £30

Lily Arum Vase
From ~ £40

Helenconia
From ~ £45

Reds Traditional
From ~ £35

Seasonal Vase
From ~ £40

Simple Yellows
From ~ £25

Green Fish Bowl
From ~ £40

Large Arum Vase
From ~ £65

Purple & White
From ~ £15

Floorstanding Pinks
From ~ £70

Phalenopsis Orchids
From ~ £40

Our Service to you:
 Free delivery to your office with free vases for all weekly contracts.
 A free visit from our designer to discuss your individual requirements.
 We provide your weekly floral display or displays already arranged in a vase to suit your
office interior.
 We can provide a bespoke ‘on site display or displays’ should that be required
 We can also provide extra maintenance of the contract with a mid week visit, at additional
cost.
 Visit our online secure corporate web page for ordering bouquets for clients and staff,
delivered both in the UK and Worldwide.
 No minimum contract, leaving your business free to face the changing economic climate.
 Monthly online invoicing and BACS payment facility.

Summer Flowers
From ~ £150

Standard Table Vase
From ~ £20

Tropical Vase
From ~ £60

Posy Tank
From ~ £35

Anthirum Vase
From ~ £40

Ginger Vase
From ~ £50

Seasonal Vases
From ~ £40

Purples
From ~ £25

Green Goddess Vase
From ~ £40

Large Pedestal
From ~ £150

Entrance Pedestals
From ~ £250

Environmental statement: Carrington Brown is committed to minimising the impact of our business activities on the environment and
reducing our carbon footprint; from the flowers we buy to the waste that we produce. Currently we source most of our tropical flowers
and foliage from the Rainforest Alliance accredited growers and by doing so we help protect the forests and sustain small growers in South
America. We actively recycle all our floral waste and packaging by making sure that it is dealt with by the Energy Recovery Facility, it turns
our waste into power which is returned to the National Grid.
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